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1. Introduction
The behavior understanding of the plasma and the vacuum vessel during plasma

current disruption is one of the most serious issues in the next generation tokamak designing.
During major disruptions (MD's) and vertical displacement events (VDE's) there are two
phenomena's which can impact the plasma facing components and cause damage of its. This
phenomena's are the runaway electrons generation and the halo currents production. The drop
in plasma temperature during thermal quench causes the plasma resistance to rise and the
plasma loop voltage also rises to high values (up to kilovolts) from its normal value of less
than a volt. This causes the plasma current to fall, and the collapsing poloidal magnetic field
inductively sustains the high loop voltage. The collisional friction forces acting on an electron '
vary as 1/energy372; therefore, electrons in the tail of the velocity distribution that are above a
critical velocity can accelerate to higher energies in the field direction [1]. An electron circling
the machine gains energy approximately equal to the loop voltage in every cycle and speeds
up very quickly. Disruption generated runaways can attain both high energies and large
number densities, so that they can damage vessel walls or plasma facing components [2].
Runaway electrons energy deposition on the first wall is a result of scrapping of runaways
from the plasma current flanks during plasma limiter phase. This energy can be in the range
20-60 MJ. The degree of localization of the runaway electrons on the first wall is very
uncertain but could lead to peak heat loads as high as 10-20 MJ/m2. This value depends on
plasma movement speed along first wall during plasma limiter phase. The average kinetic
energy of runaway electrons producted during plasma disruptions is in the range 10-15 MeV.

In present paper, we describe the results of only MD simulations in the intermediate
aspect-ratio tokamak (IAM) version of RC-ITER [3] under conditions where the runaway
electrons significantly affect the resulting plasma equilibrium dynamics. The maximum values
of halo current, data of location and time duration of runaway electron impact on first wall are
presented.

2. DINA modeling of MD in ITER
The typical event sequence during MD is assumed to be:

1. The thermal quench during «1 ms, after that the electron temperature in the plasma core is
becoming small and equal the electron temperature in the halo area. The B drop is simulated
by means of artificial plasma temperature decreasing up to prescribed level.
2. The plasma current bump with flattening of the current profile and gauge-helicity
conservation.
3. Current quench evolution together with VDE development. Simultaneously runaway
electron production is beginning.
4. The plasma limiter configuration formation and the halo current increase. During this phase
the first wall is scrapping runaways from the flanks of the runaway current profile which leads
to new runaways generation.
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One and half dimensional resistive MHD and transport modeling, time-dependent
tokamak simulation code DINA [4] has been used to calculate two dimensional free boundary
plasma equilibrium in external magnetic field and one-dimensional (averaged on magnetic
surfaces) system of transport equations for plasma parameters with taking into account halo
currents and runaway electrons. For present simulations only diffusion equation for poloidal
flux !Fis considered. The circuit equations are solved for the vacuum vessel, passive structure
and active coils. The 2-D equilibrium is solved on a rectangular grid which is moving together
with plasma column. The "inverse variable" technique [5] is used in the DINA code to
determine mapping between equilibrium flux coordinates and rectangular grid. The halo area
is determined from the relationship

AWh=5h*CFax-Yi), (1)
where S/, =0.2 and W^ and !/̂  are the poloidal flux in the plasma axis and the plasma
boundary. So the poloidal flux in the halo area boundary is equal

% = Wh-AWh (2)
The diffusion equation for !Fis solved for the total region between Wax and Ws with taking
into account the open magnetic flux surfaces inside the halo area [6]. For the Grad-Shafranov
equation solving we assumed that the forces related to the plasma pressure can be neglected in
the halo area (VP=0).

It is assumed the runaway electrons to be perfectly kept in each closed magnetic
surface and instantaneously lost in the halo region. For runaway electron current j M

simulation in DINA code an avalanche model [7] was used with a source SRA in form of
Dreicer acceleration

dt

where r=mc/eEc, inA is Coulomb logarithm, y =y(r/R), E is a current electric field and Ec is
minimum electric field below which the formation of high energy runaway electrons is not
possible [8]. Ohm's law for total plasma current density yz with taking into account of runaway
current is expressed in formyz =JRA +<TE, where cris plasma conductivity expression with the
neoclassical trapping term.

3. Simulation results and conclusions
The main goals of this simulations were to determine the time behavior of plasma

column during MD in RC-ITER [3], the range of first wall surface energy loading due to
runaway deposition and location of runaway affecting area. Start-of-Burn reference IAM RC-
ITER scenario point with plasma current / =13.3 MA, /? -0.85 and /, =0.85 is considered.
One can define an energy loading as

p(l)=^-/(ft*2xRtouch),MJ/m2 (5)

where / is length in meridional surface along plasma/wall contact line, Q(l) is magnetic energy
transformed in runaway electron energy and lost at the. first wall in contact point with
coordinate / (/=0 in time moment of the first plasma/wall contact), Rt0Uch is R coordinate of
plasma/wall contact point. Value of Q is calculated as

(6)
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where V is speed of plasma volume changing due to plasma shrinking during limiter phase, e
is a charge of electron, c is a speed of light, Ee is assumed to be limited 12.5 MeV by knock-
on process [9], tscr is a full plasma scraping time.

DINA simulation results for several electron temperature values after thermal quench
Te = 5, 15, 25, 35 eV and plasma density ne -3*1019m"3 are summarized in the Table. It is
assumed that a time moment of thermal quench beginning is equal 0.

Table
Te,oY
tRA ,ms
IRA (max), MA
h tor (max), MA
hpoi(max), MA
tscr, ms
Rtouch (beg), cm
Ztomh (beg), cm

Rtouch (q=V, cm
Ztouch (q=I), cm
Q(q=2),ya
Q(q=D.UU
<p>i scr , MJ/m2

p(max) , MJ/m2

5
6
13.0
1.52
1.2
133
409.44
133.23
481.09
405.53
-7.1
-21.0
1.0
10.0

15
20
12.1
1.92
1.5
182
409.44
134.40
469.80
400.46
-3.5
-39.0
1.5
12.0

25
40
11.1
2.18
2.0
212
409.44
135.88
475.11
402.84
-0.24
-42.0
2.0
18.0

35
54
10.2
2.37
2.2
234
409.44
136.93
472.08
401.48
-0.16
-43.0
2.2
11.5

Here tM is a runaway current time moment formation, IRA (max) is a total runaway electron
current, hJor (max) and Ih_pOi (max) are the maximum values of toroidal and poloidal
component of halo current, Rtouch(beg) and Zt0Uch(beg) are the R and Z coordinates of first
plasma/wall contact, RtOuch(q=:I) and Ztouch(q=:I) are the R and Z coordinates at time moment
when qgg =1, Q(q =2) and Q(q =1) are the magnetic energy transformed in runaway electron
energy and lost at the first wall when qgg =2 and 999=1 accordingly, <p>tScr is an averaged
energy loading density within tscr time period.

From presented data one can do the several conclusions. A plasma/wall contact point
of the first touch is disposed just in the inner side of first wall. During current quench time a
plasma/wall contact point moves clockwise (Fig.l). One can see that a runaway current part is
considerable - more than 90% as regards total plasma current for considered postdisruptive
plasma parameters. Example of Ip, IRA and IkJor time traces during MD for variant with Te =35
eV is presented in Fig.2. In Fig.3 for that variant a time evolution of Q is shown and in Fig.4 a
typical runaway surface energy loading p(l) distribution in accordance with expression (5) is
presented. One can see that the averaged energy loading density in considered area of plasma
parameters after thermal quench during MD is not so big and varied within 1.0-2.2 MJ/m2.
But because of plasma movement slowing down in poloidal direction at the end of plasma
current termination it is possible a steep increase of energy loading density up to 20 MJ/m2

during very short time period (about several milliseconds). Length of plasma/wall contact area
in poloidal direction is about 3.0 m (sweeping along the first wall in poloidal direction).
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Fig.2 Time traces of Ip, Ira and I h t o r for variant
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Fig. 1 Plasma boundary time evolu-
tion for variant with Te = 35 eV
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Fig.3 Time evolution of runaway energy lost
in the first wall for variant with Te=35 eV
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Fig.4 Runaway surface energy loading
for variant with Te=35 eV
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